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Description & Learning Objectives
This 90-min webinar in partnership with Umbrella Collective will focus on mental health clinical information 
that seeks to be inclusive of LGBTQIA2S+ identities, authenticity, power, and difference in an 
anti-oppressive framework.    This training serves to increase critical awareness of overt and covert 
marginalization dynamics within personal lives, society, and within professional work within each 
organization/s. The goal is to build supportive resources and relationships within the culture of the self that 
extends to professional practice within organization/s that promote an inclusive, anti-oppressive stance to 
benefit everyone.

Learning objectives:

❖ Develop an anti-oppressive lens toward LGBTQIA2S+ people in personal and professional life.
❖ Increase understanding of one’s role in upholding and maintaining systems of power over 

marginalized identities within society and at the organization/s.
❖ Build and deepen relationships within the group to hold one another accountable to LGBTQIA2S+ 

identities with anti-oppression growth goals and actionable steps.
❖ Deepen one’s knowledge and resource toolkit to have an LGBTQIA2S+ inclusive mindset in the face of 

overt and covert oppressions that occur in a day-to-day context within the work of the 
organization/s.

❖ For privileged identities, develop grounding techniques in the face of cis- and hetero- shame-based 
fragility to help facilitate engagement in difficult conversations .  

❖ For people with marginalized identities, develop health boundary setting when experiencing micro- 
and macro-aggressions in life and professional practice.



Agenda 1:30-3:00 pm (Pacific Time)

❖ Introductions

❖ Group Guidelines

❖ Why This Matters

❖ Key Terms/Concepts

❖ Group Experiential and Self Reflection

❖ Case Studies

❖ Fireside Reflections and Action Steps  



❖ Brave space vs Safe space.

❖ Notice Somatic Cues.

➢ Uncomfortable (body tense)

➢ Comfortable (body relaxed and aware)

➢ What brings about tension? How about release from tension?

❖ Assume best intent, attend to impacts.

❖ Ask questions along the way!.

❖ Participate in Zoom Polls

Group Guidelines



Why This Matters

Adapted from Movement Advancement Project. "Equality Maps Snapshot: LGBTQ Equality By State." https://www.mapresearch.org/equality-maps/. Accessed 07/08/2024.

▉ High Overall Policy Tally (15 
states + D.C.)

▉ Medium Overall Policy Tally (6 
states)

▉ Fair Overall Policy Tally (3 
states, 2 territories

▉ Low Overall Policy Tally (11 
states, 3 territories)

▉ Negative Overall Policy Tally 
(15 states)

LGBT Equality By State



Why This Matters…Anti-LGBTQ Bills in the U.S.

Adapted from American Civil Liberties Union. "Mapping Attacks on LGBTQ Rights in U.S. State Legislatures in 2024." https://www.aclu.org/legislative-attacks-on-lgbtq-rights-2024?state=&impact=. 
Accessed 07/08/2024.



Why This Matters…
Idaho CIVIL RIGHTS 



Why This Matters…
Idaho BATHROOM



Why This Matters…Access to transition and Detransitioners



Group Experiential and Self Reflection…Backpack of Bias

Adapted from the Avarna Group. “From the knapsack of privilege to the backpack of bias.” https://theavarnagroup.com/from-the-knapsack-of-privilege-to-the-backpack-of-bias/. 
Accessed 7/8/24.

https://theavarnagroup.com/from-the-knapsack-of-privilege-to-the-backpack-of-bias/


Questions for Reflection: Backpack of Bias

❖ How do we recognize our own power/privilege? What 
responsibility do we have to attend to that recognition 
and awareness and how do we address that 
responsibility?

❖ How do we recognize our own experiences of 
marginalization and oppression? What do we do with 
that awareness?

❖ How do we recognize when unconscious bias is driving 
our reactions and engagement with others?



Key Terms and Concepts
❖ LGBTQIA2S+

❖ Gender Identity:  internal sense of self and gender that is not outwardly visible to others. 
For some, gender identity aligns with sex assigned at birth and for some gender identity 
differs in varying degrees from the sex assigned at birth 

❖ Gender Expression:  how a person presents gender outwardly through behavior, clothing, 
voice or other perceived characteristics.

❖ Cisgender:  adjective that describes a person whose gender identity aligns with sex 
assigned at birth

❖ Transgender:  adjective that describes a person whose gender identity differs from the sex 
assigned at birth.

❖ Nonbinary:  term that can be used by people who do not describe themselves or their 
genders as fitting into the categories of man or woman. Genderqueer might also be a term 
used to describe their gender identity

Retrieved 6/4/24 from: https://gscc.msu.edu/education/glossary.html



Key Terms and Concepts

❖ Queer vs. Gay vs. Lesbian vs. Homosexual vs. Bisexual vs. Pansexual

❖ Straight vs. Heterosexual

❖ Monogamy vs. Polyamory vs. Nonmonogamy

❖ Transphobia / Homophobia:  conscious and unconscious negative beliefs about what it means to be 
transgender, non-binary, gender non-conforming or outside of the heterosexual spectrum. These 
beliefs prioritize cisgender and heterosexual identities and can perpetuate oppression, violence and 
exclusion

❖ Implicit Bias:  assumptions, stereotypes, and unintentional actions (positive or negative) we make 
towards others based on identity labels like race, religion, age, gender, sexual orientation, or ability. 
Because our implicit associations are stored in our subconscious, we may act on our biases without 
even realizing it. Often, our implicit biases contradict our values.



Adapted from Conadian Council for Refugees. "Power wheel (the closer you are to the centre, the more privilege you have)" https://ccrweb.ca/en/anti-oppression. Accessed 
07/08/2024.

Key Terms and Concepts

❖ Power/Privilege
❖ Intersectionality
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https://ccrweb.ca/en/anti-oppression


Case Study: Spencer (he/him)

Spencer is a 15-year-old cisgender male, 1st generation Latino, whom you recently started therapy with. 
From the initial consultation with Spencer, you learn he has recently come out at school as “Gay,” and he 
has a counselor at school he connected with regarding support to come out at home as well. At school, 
there is a lot of new dating and relationships happening in his peer friend group. While Spencer reports 
experiencing support from peers at school within the GSA, he also reports having difficulty with his parents 
at home. His states his parents are supportive, and know about his gay sexuality, yet continue to emphasize 
his masculine features in side comments at the dinner table. “It’s like they forgot I even came out to them.” 

In your initial consultation with their parents, you notice the parents are talking in a supportive way on the 
surface, except, they share that Spencer found your practice and they reluctantly said yes to therapy, but 
no one in the family has ever been to a mental health clinician before. In addition, the parents contend 
that anxiety and depression seem to be “getting worse ever since Spencer came at school.” The parents 
state that Spencer has been reporting having panic attacks at school lately, and they are seriously 
wondering if Spencer is using their sexuality as a way to avoid addressing the underlying mental health 
issues of anxiety and depression. 

● Case Conceptualization
● What approach would you take with the parents?
● What approach would you take in working with Spencer? 



Case Study: Christina (she/her)

Christina is a white 30 year old trans-femme woman who initiated therapy in 2022 to address early childhood trauma, 

attachment wounding, and to receive ongoing support around her gender identity development. Christina started 

feminizing hormone replacement therapy in December 2022, and “out” in all spheres of her life (with friends, family, 

work) since early 2023. While Christina has found overwhelming acceptance and experiences gender euphoria within 

her Colorado community, she struggles with her family of origin who resides in the rural South. In therapy, Christina 

will discuss feelings she often needs to censor herself in order to maintain relationships with the remaining family 

members who have “accepted” her as a trans woman. She has lost several significant family relationships since coming 

out, including her father, stepmother, and uncle. 

Christina frequently expresses a desire to just be a cis-woman and perceives this as a loss. The grief associated with 

this loss is amplified twice a year when she travels to the rural South to visit family. In a recent session, Christina 

discussed her recent trip home by plane. She expressed a great deal of fear for her safety and need for vigilance while 

traveling through a Southern state that recently passed anti-lgbtq legislation. 

● Case Conceptualization
● How would you assist Christina in working with her fear and grief? 
● How might your own identities as a therapist intersect in ways that could be a resource? 
● What about in ways that could be a hindrance or even harmful?



Fireside Chat: Questions and Answers
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